Paint / Metal Finish Color Chart

Standard Powder Paint Finishes

- Sterling Silver P01
- Nickel Silver P02
- Anodized Aluminum P03
- Dark Champagne P06
- Topper Gold P07
- Antique Brass P09
- Dull Brass P10
- Statuary Bronze P11
- Roman Bronze P12
- Moog Bronze P13
- Matte White P14
- Bengal Silver P15
- Standard Black BLK
- Semi Gloss White WHT

Custom Colors including RAL or custom matching available. Consult factory.

Metal Finish on Aluminum

- Polished Nickel MA1
- Dull Nickel MA2
- Satin Nickel MA3
- Antique Nickel MA4
- Oil Rubbed Bronze MA6
- Satin Aluminum MA7
- Polished Aluminum MA8

Custom Metal finishes available. Consult factory.

Metal Finish on Brass

- Polished Nickel MB1
- Antique Nickel MB2
- Polished Brass MB3
- Antique Bronze MB4
- Satin Brass MB5
- Oil Rubbed Bronze MB6
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DISCLAIMER: Swatches are visual simulations and might not accurately represent the actual finished product. SLI provides this swatch library as a convenience to its customers, but does not guarantee accurate color representation when compared to finished pieces.
Specialty Lighting Industries offers a wide variety of paint and metal finishes. Each option has implications to the cost and lead time of the product.

**STANDARD FINISHES**
We offer 14 powder coat paint finishes that are included in our quotations of standard product. White paint finishes are the most popular and consequently permit the fastest possible turnaround times; however, all 14 colors are kept in stock and can be provided within our usual lead times.

**RAL FINISHES**
RAL is a standard color matching system similar to Pantone®. RAL swatch books are easily obtained from local paint vendors. The paint formulations for most RAL colors already exist so we are able to offer these colors with a minimum impact to cost and lead time. If the color is specified when the products are ordered we are able to offer these colors without any increase in the lead time. There are paint charges and setup fees associated with any non-standard color but specifying an RAL color is the most economical way of specifying a unique finish.

**CUSTOM FINISHES**
Some projects demand a special finish. Whether you are trying to match a ceiling paint or custom metal or brass hardware, Specialty Lighting Industries can provide a finish that meets your project’s specific needs. Powder coat paint finishes can be custom blended to match most samples. SLI also employs artisans adept at simulating and matching many different metal finishes. All custom finishes will increase the cost and lead time. The sample approval process takes 2-4 weeks and is essential to the process. When specifying a custom finish, be certain to allow sufficient time in your construction schedule.